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Review No. 106255 - Published 22 Oct 2011

Details of Visit:

Author: davidgood
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 17 Oct 2011 5.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria Kavanagh
Website: http://vickykavanagh.moonfruit.com
Phone: 07779042710

The Premises:

Met at Victoria's flat in reasonable, new town, residential area. Bathroom clean and tidy, bedroom a
little cluttered as it is Victoria's home, not a working flat

The Lady:

Victoria is a cuddly young lady in her now late 20's. Ginger hair, very smooth white skin with
freckles. First impressions-a girl next door.

The Story:

I got to know about Victoria through her postings on The Forum and as we share some mutual
interests I was keen to see her when I was up in the North East on business.

Victoria met me at the door in a flowery dress but underneath was nice black lingerie, including a
traditional 6 strap suspender belt holding up seamed stockings.

After some inital kissing and cuddling, Victoria had my clothes up and gave me some real deep
throat oral. I returmed the compliment and was soon givig her some 3 point stimulation and lubing
her pert little bum hole.

I came up on top for some deep mish but finished off with anal in the mish position I enjoy.

While lying on her bed recovering and chatting, Victoria noticed is was stiffening up and took me in
her mouth for more fantastic O. Then into dogy position at edge of the bed for me to finish off in her
bum again. A nice touch was Victoria, moving her wardrobe mirror so we could watch the action.

We then chatted more about things, and I left happy well after I should have done. 
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